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ML for decision making

• What does it mean to use machine learning to make a decision?


• An option is described with features, labeled with choose or not choose


• Assigning a label is often called a “decision” or “recognition”



Deduction/abduction for decision making

• What does it mean to use reasoning to make a decision?


• The constraints and preferences are represented as rules 


• Properties of the options are represented as facts


• For each of the possible options check if it the option is consistent with the constraints and 
preferences



Other approaches 

• Algorithmic decision theory 
• Algorithmic game theory 
• Multi-criteria decision making/aiding 
• Information theory 



What does it mean for a machine to learn? 

• Machine learning is an algorithm


• Like all algorithms it has input and produces output


• The input is a data set 


• For supervised learning, the output  is a prediction model


• for decision trees this is a set of if-then rules


• for linear methods and neural networks, this is a list of weights (for the linear 
equation)


•  for SVM this is a pair of data points (the support vectors)



Observe!

• “learning” is building a prediction model


• “deciding” is applying the prediction model to new data


•  once created the prediction model is not meant to be changed (it does not 
automatically adapt to new data) 
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What does ethics have to do with it? 

• Words that we hear: principle, value, duty, guideline, regulation, standard, law
• We confuse properties of an AI system/agent with ethical values that system/agent promotes
• Example: the AI is fair, AI is accountable
• Why does it matter?

• If everyone chooses the meaning as they please the result is ethics washing
• If we do not know why we are pursuing a property, what is it all for? 
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Ethical decisions - by a computer scientist

• Are ethical principles a shortcut for “interests of others”?



Why now?
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Example: ImageNet

• Images from the surroundings of the annotators
• A chair is always shown without clothes on it
• A chair in nature is rarely without clothes on it



What is AI?


